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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DR. FORE – You can thank everyone for being there and having an interest in constantly improving the relationship between medical staff members and administration.STEVE – I have found, through my own trial and error, the importance of this relationship and we look forward to sharing each other’s perspectives and some best practices that we have developed.



Steven D. Tenhouse, Chief Executive Officer
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Dr. Lauren Fore, Family Practice Physician
Kirby Medical Group



The current state of affairs

“….relationships between frontline physicians and 
administrators are severely strained in many 
healthcare organizations, and trust is at an all-time 
low.”

⁻ “Building Bridges Between Physicians and Administrators,” American Medical Association, 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DR FORE – this is a great summary of exactly why we are here.  We have all found ourselves in situations where the pressures of the business of healthcare have collided with the growing complexity of taking care of those patients.  (and feel free to embellish this and put in your own words!)



The statistics are not good
• Physicians

– Only 32% of physicians consider 
themselves “engaged,” ***

– Shortage of 21,000 to 55,000 primary 
care physicians predicted by 2033, **

– 30% of physicians are not working in 
the same job 2-3 years later, ***

• CEOs
– Average CEO tenure is 3.5 years with 

56% of turnover involuntary, *
– Within nine months of a CEO 

appointment, almost half of CFOs, 
COOs, and CIOs are fired, *

– Within two months of a CEO 
appointment, 87% of Chief Medical 
Officers (CMOs) are replaced, *

– Physician cost of turnover is roughly 
$1.2 million.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
STEVE CEO and executive team turnover and decreasing physician engagement (and turnover) create a vicious cycle that can be very difficult to break.Note that the CEO tenure, or turnover, is roughly the same amount of time that a physician sees still working at the same job.That vicious cycle makes it incredibly difficult to recruit physicians and CEO’s into an unstable environment.
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DR FOREThis graph from Press Ganey tracks physician engagement against employee engagement and then trends it over time.Physicians have chronically been less engaged than employees until the pandemic hitWhat do you think was the cause of the spike up during the pandemic?  We’ll give some insight to that later in the presentation, which also probably explains the return to the downward trend.Engagement has been steadily trending downward, with the exception of Physician Engagement in our 2021 database in which the rally cry and push for alignment around covid bumped it up.The impacts of the pandemic have amplified overtime and we are now seeing the true impacts of that on Engagement in 2022It is not surprising to see this decline in Engagement, but this gives us an opportunity to reset and create a path forward that focuses on our people and our patients



Item 2022 2021 Diff
My patients feel cared for at this hospital. 3.94 4.30 -.36

I am satisfied with the availability of beds at this hospital. 3.49 3.84 -.35

I am satisfied with the ease of the scheduling process for my patients. 3.48 3.81 -.33

This hospital is appropriately staffed to provide high-quality care to 
patients. 3.24 3.49 -.25

I am satisfied with the degree of input I have with my schedule. 3.87 4.08 -.21

I am satisfied with my ability to admit patients to the appropriate unit. 4.02 4.19 -.17

Overall, I am satisfied with the expertise of the nursing staff. 4.04 4.21 -.17

I am satisfied with the competency of clinical staff. 4.14 4.31 -.17

There is a climate of trust in this organization. 3.77 3.93 -.16

The quality of patient care has improved during the past 12 months. 3.43 3.58 -.15

© 2021 Press Ganey Associates LLC

Press Ganey Survey Items with Greatest Decline for Physicians

*Engagement and Alignment Items Removed
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STEVEThis slide is sobering.  Trust in the hospital to care for patients and provide adequate staffing dropped almost 10%.Having a say in decisions and trust in the organization also both dipped.  Keep in mind that a 3.77 on a scale of 5.00 is still only about 75%.  



Causes of physician frustration

• “Seriously, another EMR change?”
• More quality measures, less staff, 

same hours available in the day to 
see patients

• Little control over our schedule
• Little input or discussion about 

decisions that affect us
• Medical decisions being made 

without physician input
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STEVEAll those declining scores can lead to frustration.As I think about causes of that frustration, I realize there are so many things that I unintentionally do as a CEO that can cause a slow burn.Did anyone else get sold the bill of goods that “an EMR will make the physician practice more efficient”?We have all added more staff and are gathering more data than ever before.  That also means more that the physician has to do while with the patient, and afterwards.That inefficiency leads us to try and open up access in the clinics, which leads to changes in schedules.DR FORE(Feel free to chime in with whatever you’d like here)



Causes of CEO frustration

• “Didn’t we just talk/email/memo 
about this last week?”

• Physicians wanting to be involved 
in the decision, but not the 
process

• Lack of understanding of the big 
picture of the organization

• More regulation and 
requirements and less revenue

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DR FORE (I’m totally putting words in your mouth here – feel free to change!)I know it can be frustrating because we, as physicians, may not get to our email or correspondence in real time.  We also may not recognize the importance, or significance, of what is being relayed to us in words.That can be frustrating for a CEO that feels they have conveyed changes to us, then we complain after the fact that we weren’t involved.STEVEAnd I have to remember that the big picture of the hospital is my world, but that doesn’t mean that everyone else automatically views it the same way.



The mission common to all of us

Patient Care

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DR FOREBoth parties (CEO’s and physicians) have patient care at the core of their mission.Having a common goal is absolutely key to building, or rebuilding, a relationshipSTEVEA hospital can’t exist without physician’s referring their patients to it!



What is a common element 
leading to frustration?

Communication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
STEVECommunication, or lack of it, is a common cause of misunderstandings and bad feelingsOur fast-paced world of texting, email, and voicemail has replaced us actually sitting down with each other and talking.You can’t read body language or emotion in an email.DR FOREWhen we do not communicate, we develop our own narrative, which may not be accurate. Assumptions about intent.STEVEHas anyone ever gotten in a loop of “email ping pong”?  Emotions start to escalate.



Diagnose and treat the problem

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
STEVEDiagnoseIs trust at a low point? Assess the situation, admit that there could be room for improvementBoth parties need to be open to discussing whyWhat’s going well, what could be going better?“Say what you mean, mean what you say, and don’t be mean saying it.”Meet in person for this!  Don’t put everything into an email and send it off – too much gets read into what is typed on a paper and it’s impersonal.This needs to be one of the most personal things both parties do.DR FORETreatCommit to an open sharing of feedback, in a constructive and structured manner(This helps fend off “blow-up’s” – everyone knows when the parties are meeting next and can formulate thoughts)“Door is always open” not an effective strategy, cannot be the only means of communication.Share the Employee/Physician Engagement SurveysLook beyond the summary score and look at the details.  That’s where the magic is.Discuss both what you are scoring well on, as well as what you aren’t.  Celebrate the wins and dig into the areas of improvement.STEVEMake sure physicians are properly trained and educated for leadership positions.  Physician Academy – big source of frustration – not properly trained for positions, given titles with no guidanceMake titles meaningful. Give clear expectations of roles and then educate and inform others of those expectations – make sure everyone understands each other's roles and responsibilities.Understanding each other’s roles help to promote trust.DR FOREOnboarding – needs to be comprehensive and integrativeClear link between good onboarding and higher physician satisfactionIneffective onboarding can lead to feeling undervalued and frustratedGreat opportunity to talk about mission/vision, ensure alignment, foundation of trust



Preventative care for the 
relationship
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STEVEOnce you’ve diagnosed the problem, you have to commit to ongoing “care” of the relationship?What’s worse than not doing something?  Saying you will, and then don’t.DR FORERegularly scheduled rounding that always happens (Each give our perspective of this meeting)Transparent processWhat is going well today?Is there anyone that deserves any special recognition?Do you have the equipment and the staff you need to take care of your patients?Are there any systems or processes that could be improved for your practice?Circle back on the status of items discussed in previous roundings!STEVERegular updates on broader projects that impact the practice, or the services patients getPotentially do these at monthly medical staff meetings, or some other routine processCEO – Ask for input? Give background to decisions – how it was made, what discussion lead to it, who was included in the processDR FOREPhysician – Provide input and bring a potential solution to every issue that is brought upKnow there will be bumps in the road and be prepared to forgive each other.



Statistics can be good!
• Engaged physicians are 26% more productive, 

generate an additional $460,000 in revenue, per 
year, per physician, and generate around 51% more 
in patient referrals for the organization ****

• Organizations with physician engagement in the top 
quartile have an average net margin of 5.5% 
compared to those with physician engagement in 
the bottom quartile with a (3.1%) average net 
margin. *****
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STEVEImproved relationships have proven to improve financial and operational metrics of a hospital.That difference can be between flourishing and growing, or being on life support.



Wait, there is more!

• Health care systems in the top quartile for physician 
engagement in 2014–2015 had lower rates for most 
hospital-acquired infections than those in the 
bottom quartile. They also had shorter lengths of 
stay, fewer readmissions, better hospital-acquired 
condition (HAC) scores and lower Patient Safety and 
Adverse Events Composite (PSI 90) scores. *****

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DR FOREAnd better engagement leads to better patient care.Lower cost and improved quality metrics are all key indicators we should be focusing on.



Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
STEVEWe don’t have all the answers, but feel we have found a sweet spot for us that has led to award-winning patient, employee, and physician engagement, strong quality scores, and consistent positive operating margins through the toughest of times.DR FOREWith that, we would be happy to answer any questions!
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